[Neoadjuvant therapy for resectable esophageal cancer].
Surgical excision remains the only therapeutic approach with curative potential in patients with localized esophageal cancer. Due to the presence of lymph node metastases upon diagnosis in a large percentage of patients with locally advanced tumors and/or the presence of considerable co-morbidity, only a limited number of patients are amenable to surgery. These facts have prompted us to evaluate approaches including perioperative therapy modalities. By means of a computer-supported search (MEDLINE, ASCO Proceedings) as well as a manual literature search, randomized clinical trials and meta-analyses evaluating preoperative therapy plus surgery in patients with resectable esophageal cancer were identified. Twenty-three randomized clinical studies and five meta-analyses were identified. Interpretation--especially of the older studies--however, is hampered by the lack of a stringent application of modern examination techniques allowing for exact specification of tumor stage (resectable/locally advanced) as well as the inclusion of patients with different histological entities (squamous cell/adenocarcinoma), different surgical techniques and the low number of patients. There were no significant differences for the following perioperative therapy modalities regarding tumor-related mortality: preoperative radiotherapy versus postoperative radiotherapy, preoperative and postoperative radiotherapy versus postoperative radiotherapy (higher mortality in preoperative and postoperative radiotherapy arm), preoperative radiotherapy versus surgery, preoperative chemotherapy versus surgery, preoperative and postoperative chemotherapy versus surgery. In terms of 3-year mortality, statistically significant differences could be found for the following therapy modalities: preoperative radiochemotherapy versus surgery (preoperative therapy superior), preoperative chemotherapy versus preoperative radiotherapy (preoperative radiotherapy superior). Judging from these data, no clear recommendation for a standard multimodality approach outside clinical studies can be given for patients with resectable esophageal cancer. Neoadjuvant therapy, therefore, can only be recommended in centers with a maximum surgical expertise and in the context of multidisciplinary study protocols.